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Based on a multiyear study, this article analyzes the reproduction of adult gender segrega-
tion in two youth-sports organizations in which most men volunteers become coaches and 
most women volunteers become “team moms.” We use interviews and participant observa-
tion to explore how these gender divisions are created. While most participants say the 
divisions result from individual choices, our interviews show how gendered language, 
essentialist beliefs, and analogies with gendered divisions of labor in families and work-
places naturalize this division of labor. Observation reveals how patterned, informal 
interactions reproduce (and occasionally challenge) it as well. We show how (mostly) 
nonreflexive informal interactions at the nexus of three gender regimes—youth sports, 
families, and workplaces—produce a gender formation with two interrelated characteris-
tics: an ascendant professional class gender ideology that we call “soft essentialism” and 
a “gender category sorting system” that channels most men into coaching and most 
women into being “team moms.”
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In volunteer work, just as in many families and workplaces, gender divi-
sions are pervasive and persistent. Women are often expected to do the 

work of caring for others’ emotions and daily needs. Women’s volunteer 
labor is routinely devalued in much the same ways that housework and 
childcare are devalued in the home and women’s clerical and other sup-
port work is devalued in the professions (Hook 2004). Similarly, men tend 
to do the instrumental work of public leadership, just as they do in the 
family and the workplace, and their informal work is valued accordingly.
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This article examines the social construction of adult gender divisions 
of labor in a community volunteer activity, youth sports. A few scholars 
have examined women’s invisible labor in sports (Boyle & McKay, 1995). 
In her study of a Little League Baseball league, Grasmuck (2005) esti-
mates that the 111 league administrators, head coaches, and assistant 
coaches (mostly men) contribute a total of 33,330 hours of volunteer labor 
in a season—an average of about 300 hours per person. Much of the work 
women do in youth sports is behind-the-scenes support that is less visible 
than coaching (Thompson 1999). In a study of Little League Baseball in 
Texas, Chafetz and Kotarba (1999, 48–49) observed that “team mothers” 
in this “upper middle class, ‘Yuppie’ Texas community” do gender in 
ways that result in “the re-creation and strengthening of the community’s 
collective identity as a place where, among other things, women are pri-
marily mothers to their sons.” As yet, no study has focused on how this 
gender divide among adults in youth sports happens. How do most men 
become coaches, while most women become “team moms”? How do 
adult gender divisions of labor in youth sports connect with commonsense 
notions about divisions between women and men in families and work-
places? This is important: Millions of children play community-based 
youth sports every year, and these athletic activities are a key part of the 
daily lives of many families. It is also important for scholars of gender—
studying segregation in this context can reveal much about how gender 
divisions are created and sustained in the course of everyday life.

COACHES AND “TEAM MOMS”

In 1995, when we (the first author, Mike, and his family) arrived at our 
six-year-old son’s first soccer practice, we were delighted to learn that his 
coach was a woman. Coach Karen, a mother in her mid-30s, had grown 
up playing lots of sports. She was tall, confident, and athletic, and the kids 
responded well to her leadership. It seemed to be a new and different 
world than the one we grew up in. But during the next decade, as our two 
sons played a few more seasons of soccer, two years of youth basketball, 
and more than decade of baseball, they never had another woman head 
coach. It is not that women were not contributing to the kids’ teams. All 
of the “team parents” (often called “team moms”)—parent volunteers who 
did the behind-the-scenes work of phone-calling, organizing weekly 
snack schedules and team parties, collecting money for gifts for the 
coaches, and so on—were women. And occasionally, a team had a woman 
assistant coach. But women head coaches were few and far between.



In 1999, we started keeping track of the numbers of women and men 
head coaches in Roseville’s1 annual American Youth Soccer Organization 
(AYSO) and Little League Baseball/Softball (LLB/S) yearbooks we 
received at the end of each season. The yearbooks revealed that from 1999 
to 2007, only 13.4 percent of 1,490 AYSO teams had women head 
coaches. The numbers were even lower for Little League Baseball and 
Softball; only 5.9 percent of 538 teams were managed by women. In both 
AYSO and LLB/S, women coaches were clustered in the younger kids’ 
teams (ages five to eight) and in coaching girls. Boys—and especially 
boys older than age 10—almost never had women coaches. These low 
numbers are surprising for several reasons. First, unlike during the 1950s 
and 1960s, when there were almost no opportunities for girls to play 
sports, today, millions of girls participate in organized soccer, baseball, 
softball, basketball, and other sports. With this demographic shift in youth 
sports, we expected that the gender division of labor among parents would 
have shifted as well. Second, today’s mothers in the United States came 
of age during and after the 1972 institution of Title IX and are part of the 
generation that ignited the booming growth of female athletic participation. 
We wondered how it happened that these women did not make a neat 
transition from their own active sports participation into coaching their 
own kids. Third, women in Roseville outnumber men significantly in 
every volunteer activity having to do with kids, such as the Parent and 
Teacher Association (PTA), Scouts, and school special events. Coaching 
youth sports is the great exception to this rule. Sport has changed over the 
past 30 years, from a world set up almost exclusively by and for boys and 
men to one that is moving substantially (although incompletely) toward 
gender equity (Messner 2002). Yet, men dominate the very public on-field 
volunteer leadership positions in community youth sports.

This article is part of a larger study of gender in adult volunteering in 
two youth sports programs in a small independent suburb of Los Angeles 
that we call Roseville. Both of the sports leagues are local affiliates of 
massive national and international organizations. LLB/S and AYSO offer 
an interesting contrast in youth sports organizations, especially with 
respect to gender. Little League Baseball began in 1938 and for its first 36 
years was an organization set up exclusively for boys. When forced 
against its will by a court decision in 1974 to include girls, Little League 
responded by creating a separate softball league into which girls continue 
to be tracked. Today, LLB/S is an organization that boasts 2.7 million 
child participants worldwide, 2.1 million of them in the United States. 
There are 176,786 teams in the program, 153,422 of them in baseball and 
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23,364 in softball. Little League stays afloat through the labor of approx-
imately 1 million volunteers.

When AYSO started in 1964, it was exclusively for boys, but by 1971, 
girls’ teams had been introduced, Thus, over the years, the vast majority 
of people who have participated in AYSO have experienced it as an 
organization set up for boys and girls. AYSO remains today mostly a U.S. 
organization, with more than 650,000 players on more than 50,000 teams. 
The national AYSO office employs 50 paid staff members, but like LLB/S, 
AYSO is an organization largely driven by the labor of volunteers, with 
roughly 250,000 volunteer coaches, team parents, and referees.

The differently gendered history of these two organizations offers hints 
as to the origins of the differences we see; there are more women head 
coaches in soccer than in baseball. Connell (1987) argues that every social 
institution—including the economy, the military, schools, families, or 
sport—has a “gender regime,” which is defined as the current state of play 
of gender relations in the institution. We can begin to understand an insti-
tution’s gender regime by measuring and analyzing the gender divisions 
of labor and power in the organization (i.e., what kinds of jobs are done 
by women and men, who has the authority, etc.). The idea that a gender 
regime is characterized by a “state of play” is a way to get beyond static 
measurements that result from a quick snapshot of an organizational pyra-
mid and understanding instead that organizations are always being created 
by people’s actions and discourse (Britton 2000). These actions often 
result in an organizational inertia that reproduces gender divisions and 
hierarchies; however, organizations are also subject to gradual—or occa-
sionally even rapid—change.

Institutional gender regimes are connected with other gender regimes. 
Put another way, people in their daily lives routinely move in, out, and 
across different gender regimes—families, workplaces, schools, places of 
worship, and community activities such as youth sports. Their actions 
within a particular gender regime—for instance, the choice to volunteer to 
coach a youth soccer team—and the meanings they construct around these 
actions are constrained and enabled by their positions, responsibilities, 
and experiences in other institutional contexts. We will show how indi-
vidual decisions to coach or to serve as team parents occur largely through 
nonreflexive, patterned interactions that are infused with an ascendant 
gender ideology that we call “soft essentialism.” These interactions 
occur at the nexus of the three gender regimes of community youth sports, 
families, and workplaces.
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RESEARCH METHODS

The low numbers of women coaches in Roseville AYSO and LLB/S 
and the fact that nearly all of the team parents are women gave us a statis-
tical picture of persistent gender segregation. But simply trotting out these 
numbers couldn’t tell us how this picture is drawn. We wanted to under-
stand the current state of play of the adult gender regime of youth sports, 
so we developed a study based on the following question: What are the 
social processes that sustain this gender segregation? And by extension, 
we wanted to explore another question: What is happening that might 
serve to destabilize and possibly change this gender segregation? In other 
words, are there ways to see and understand the internal mechanisms—the 
face-to-face interactions as well as the meaning-making processes—that 
constitute the “state of play” of the gender regime of community youth 
sports?

Questions about social processes—how people, in their routine daily 
interactions, reproduce (and occasionally challenge) patterned social 
relations—are best addressed using a combination of qualitative methods. 
Between 2003 and 2007, we systematically explored the gender dynamics 
of volunteer coaches in Roseville by deploying several methods of data 
collection. First, we conducted a content analysis of nine years (1999–
2007) of Roseville’s AYSO and LLB/S yearbooks (magazine-length docu-
ments compiled annually by the leagues, containing team photos as well 
as names and photos of coaches and managers). The yearbook data on the 
numbers and placement of women and men coaches provides the statisti-
cal backdrop for our study of the social processes of gender and coaching 
that we summarized above.

Second, we conducted field observations of numerous girls’ and boys’ 
soccer, baseball, and softball practices and games. We participated in clinics 
that were set up to train soccer and baseball coaches and a clinic to train 
soccer referees. We observed annual baseball and softball tryouts, a 
managers’ baseball “draft,” and several annual opening ceremonies for 
AYSO and LLB/S.

Third, Mike conducted several seasons of participant observation—as 
a volunteer assistant coach or as scorekeeper—of his son’s Little League 
Baseball teams, ranging from six- and seven-year old co-ed T-ball teams 
to 13- and 14-year-old boys’ baseball teams. These positions gave him 
observational vantage points near the coaches from which he could jot 
down short notes that he would later develop into longer field notes. 
Mike’s “insider” role as a community member and a father of kids in these 
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sports leagues allowed him easy access. He always informed the coaches 
of his sons’ teams that he was doing a study, but like many who conduct 
participant observation, it seemed that his role as researcher was fre-
quently “forgotten” by others and that he was most often seen as a father, 
an assistant coach, or a scorekeeper.

Fourth, we conducted 50 in-depth interviews with women and men vol-
unteers—mostly head soccer coaches and baseball or softball managers of 
both boys’ and girls’ teams but also a small number of assistant coaches and 
team parents. The interviewees were selected through a snowball sampling 
method. All but three of those interviewed were parents of children playing 
in the Roseville soccer, baseball, or softball leagues. Although there were 
far more men coaches than women coaches from whom to choose, we pur-
posely interviewed roughly equal numbers of women (24) and men (26) 
coaches. Two of the women coaches were single with no children, one was 
a divorced single mother, one was a mother living with her female partner, 
and the rest were mothers living with a male spouse. One of the men 
coaches was single with no children, two were divorced fathers, and the rest 
were fathers living with a female spouse. Most of the men interviewed were 
in their 40s, with an average age of 45. The women were, on average, 39 
years old. Nearly all of the interviewees were college educated, living in 
professional-class families. They self-identified ethnically as 68 percent 
white, 18 percent Hispanic, 4 percent Asian American, and 10 percent bira-
cial or other. This ethnic breakdown of our interviewees reflects roughly the 
apparent ethnic composition of coaches in the annual yearbooks. However, 
since whites are only 44 percent and Asian Americans are 27 percent of the 
population of Roseville, it is apparent that whites are overrepresented as 
coaches and Asian Americans are underrepresented (Roseville is 16 percent 
Hispanic).

We conducted the first three interviews together. Suzel then conducted 
38 of the subsequent interviews, while Mike did nine. Mike used his 
insider status as a member of the community and as a parent of kids who 
had played in the local youth sports leagues to establish trust and rapport 
with interviewees. No doubt his status as a white male college professor 
with a deep background in sports also gave him instant credibility with 
some interviewees. Suzel, by contrast, was an outsider in most ways. She 
was a Latina graduate student, not a resident of Roseville, and her own 
two daughters did not play local youth sports. Moreover, she had almost 
no sports background. Suzel closed the social distance with her interview-
ees by enrolling in a coaching clinic and a refereeing clinic and by observ-
ing several practices and games to better understand the role that coaches 
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play with the kids. In the interviews, Suzel judiciously used her knowl-
edge from these clinics and her observations of practices and games to ask 
knowledgeable questions and sharp follow-up probes. This strategy cre-
ated rapport and it also allowed Suzel to demonstrate knowledge of sports 
and coaching, thus bridging what might otherwise have been a credibility 
gap between her and some of those with deep athletic experience and 
knowledge. At times, Suzel used her outsider status as a benefit, asking 
naïve questions about the particularities of Roseville that might have 
sounded disingenuous coming from an insider.

THE COACHES’ STORIES

When we asked a longtime Little League Softball manager why he 
thinks most head coaches are men while nearly all team parents are 
women, he said with a shrug, “They give opportunities to everybody to 
manage or coach and it just so happens that no women volunteer, you 
know?” This man’s statement was typical of head coaches and league 
officials who generally offered up explanations grounded in individual 
choice: Faced with equal opportunities to volunteer, men just choose to be 
coaches, while women choose to be team parents.

But our research shows that the gendered division of labor among men 
and women volunteers in youth coaching results not simply from an accu-
mulation of individual choices; rather, it is produced through a profoundly 
social process. We will first draw from our interviews with head coaches 
to illustrate how gender divisions of labor among adult volunteers in youth 
sports are shaped by gendered language and belief systems and are seen 
by many coaches as natural extensions of gendered divisions of labor in 
families and workplaces. We next draw observations from our field notes 
to illustrate how everyday interactions within the gendered organizational 
context of youth sports shapes peoples’ choices about men’s and women’s 
roles as coaches or team parents. Our main focus here will be on reproduc-
tive agency—the patterns of action that reproduce the gender division of 
labor. But we will also discuss moments of resistance and disruption that 
create possibilities for change.

Gendered Pipelines

When we asked coaches to describe how they had decided to become 
coaches, most spoke of having first served as assistant coaches—
sometimes for just one season, sometimes for several seasons—before 
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moving into head coaching positions. Drawing from language used by 
those who study gender in occupations, we can describe the assistant coach 
position as an essential part of the “pipeline” to the head coach position 
(England 2006). One of the reasons for this is obvious: many parents—
women and men—believe that as a head coach, they will be under tremen-
dous critical scrutiny by other parents in the community. Without previous 
youth coaching experience, many lack the confidence that they feel they 
need to take on such a public leadership task. A year or two of assistant 
coaching affords one the experience and builds the confidence that can 
lead to the conclusion that “I can do that” and the decision to take on the 
responsibility of a head coaching position.

But the pipeline from assistant coaches to head coaches does not operate 
in a purely individual voluntarist manner. A male longtime Little League 
manager and a member of the league’s governing board gave us a glimpse 
of how the pipeline works when there is a shortage of volunteers:

One time we had 10 teams and only like six or seven applicants that wanted 
to be strictly manager. So you kinda eyeball the yearbook from the year 
before, maybe a couple of years [before], and see if the same dad is still listed 
as a[n assistant] coach, and maybe now it’s time he wants his own team. So 
you make a lot of phone calls. You might make 20 phone calls and hopefully 
you are going to get two or three guys that say, “Yes, I’ll be a manager.”

The assistant coach position is a key part of the pipeline to head coaching 
positions both because it makes people more confident about volunteering 
to be a head coach and, as the quote above illustrates, because it gives 
them visibility in ways that make them more likely to be actively recruited 
by the league to be a head coach. To understand how it is that most head 
coaches are men, we need to understand how the pipeline operates—how 
it is that, at the entry level, women’s and men’s choices to become assist-
ant coaches and/or team parents are constrained or enabled by the social 
context.

Recruiting Dads and Moms to Help

There is a lot of work involved in organizing a successful youth soccer, 
baseball, or softball season. A head coach needs help from two, three, 
even four other parents who will serve as assistant coaches during practices 
and games. Parents also have to take responsibility for numerous support 
tasks like organizing snacks, making team banners, working in the snack 
bar during games, collecting donations for year-end gifts for the coaches, 
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and organizing team events and year-end parties. In AYSO, parents also 
serve as volunteer referees. When we asked head coaches how they deter-
mined who would help them with these assistant coaching and other sup-
port tasks, a very common storyline developed: the coach would call a 
beginning-of-the-season team meeting, sometimes preceded by a letter or 
e-mail to parents, and ask for volunteers. Nearly always, they ended up 
with dads volunteering to help as assistant coaches and moms volunteering 
to be team parents. A woman soccer coach told a typical story:

At the beginning of the season I sent a little introductory letter [that said] I 
really badly need an assistant coach and referee and a “team mom.” You 
know anyone that is keen on that, let’s talk about it at the first practice. And 
this year one guy picked up the phone and said, “Please, can I be your 
assistant coach?” And I spoke to another one of the mums who I happen to 
know through school and she said, “Oh, I can do the team mum if you find 
someone to help me.” And by the first practice, they’d already discussed it 
and it was up and running.

We can see from this coach’s statement how the assistant coach and 
team parent positions are sometimes informally set up even before the first 
team meeting and how a coach’s assumption that the team parent will be a 
“team mom” might make it more likely that women end up in these posi-
tions. But even coaches—such as the woman soccer coach quoted 
below—who try to emphasize that team parent is not necessarily a wom-
an’s job find that only women end up volunteering:

Before the season started, we had a team meeting and I let the parents know 
that I would need a team parent and I strongly stressed parent, because I 
don’t think it should always be a mother. But we did end up with the mom 
doing it and she assigns snacks and stuff like that.

None of the head coaches we interviewed said that they currently had 
a man as the team parent. Four coaches recalled that they had once had a 
man as a team parent (although one of these four coaches said, “Now that 
I think about it, that guy actually volunteered his wife do it”). When we 
asked if they had ever had a team parent who was a man, nearly all of the 
coaches said never. Many of them laughed at the very thought. A woman 
soccer coach exclaimed with a chuckle, “I just can’t imagine! I wonder if 
they’ve ever had a “team mom” who’s a dad. I don’t know [laughs].” A 
man soccer coach stammered his way through his response, punctuating 
his words with sarcastic laughter: “Ha! In fact, that whole concept—I 
don’t think I’ve ever heard of a team dad [laughs]. Uh—there is no team 
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dad, I’ve never heard of a team dad. But I don’t know why that would be.” 
A few coaches, such as the following woman softball coach, resorted to fam-
ily metaphors to explain why they think there are few if any men volunteer-
ing to be team parents: “Oh, it’s always a mom [laughs]. “Team mom.” 
That’s why it’s called “team mom”. You know, the coach is a male. And the 
mom—I mean, that’s the housekeeping—you know: Assign the snack.”

There are gendered assumptions in the language commonly linked to 
certain professions, so much so that often, when the person holding the 
position is in the statistical minority, people attach a modifier, such as 
male nurse, male secretary, woman judge, woman doctor. Or woman head 
coach. Over and over, in interviews with coaches, during team meetings, 
and in interactions during games, practices, and team parties, we noticed 
this gendered language. Most obvious was the frequent slippage from official 
term team parent to commonly used term “team mom.” But we also 
noticed that a man coach was normally just called a coach, while a woman 
coach was often gender marked as a woman coach. As feminist linguists 
have shown, language is a powerful element of social life—it not only 
reflects social realities such as gender divisions of labor, it also helps to 
construct our notions of what is normal and what is an aberration (Thorne, 
Kramarae, and Henley 1983). One statement from a woman soccer coach, 
“I wonder if they’ve ever had a “team mom” who’s a dad,” illustrates how 
gendered language makes the idea of a man team parent seem incongru-
ous, even laughable. In youth sports, this gendered language supports the 
notion that a team is structured very much like a “traditional” heterosexual 
family: The head coach—nearly always a man—is the leader and the public 
face of the team; the team parent—nearly always a woman—is working 
behind the scenes, doing support work; assistant coaches—mostly men, 
but including the occasional woman—help the coach on the field during 
practices and games.

Teams are even talked about sometimes as “families,” and while we 
never heard a head coach referred to as a team’s “dad,” we did often and 
consistently hear the team parent referred to as the “team mom.” This 
gendered language, drawn from family relations, gives us some good ini-
tial hints as to how coach and team parent roles remain so gender segre-
gated. In their study of self-managing teams, which was intended to break 
down gender divisions in workplaces, Ollilainen and Calasanti (2007) 
show how team members’ use of family metaphors serves to maintain the 
salience of gender, and thus, helps to reproduce a gendered division of 
labor. Similarly, in youth sports contexts, gendered language structures 
people’s conversations in ways that shape and constrain their actions. Is a 
man who volunteers to be a team parent now a “team mom”?
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Gender Ideology and Work/Family Analogies

When we asked the coaches to consider why it is nearly always women 
who volunteer to be the team parent, many seemed never to have consid-
ered this question before. Some of the men coaches seemed especially 
befuddled and appeared to assume that women’s team-parenting work is 
a result of an almost “natural” decision on the part of the woman. Some 
men, such as the following soccer coach, made sense of this volunteer 
division of labor by referring to the ways that it reflected divisions of labor 
in men’s own families and in their community: “In this area we have a lot 
of stay-at-home moms, so it seems to kind of fall to them to take over 
those roles.” Similarly, a man baseball coach whose wife served as the 
team parent explained, “I think it’s because they probably do it at home. 
You know, I mean my wife—even though she can’t really commit the time 
to coach, I don’t think she would want to coach—uh, she’s very good with 
that [team parent] stuff.” A man soccer coach explained the gender divi-
sions on youth sports teams in terms of people’s comfort with a nostalgic 
notion of a “traditional family”:

That’s sort of the classical family, you know, it’s like the Donna Reed fam-
ily is AYSO, right? . . . They have these assigned gender roles . . . and 
people in Roseville, probably all over the United States, they’re fairly com-
fortable with them, right? It’s, uh, maybe insidious, maybe not, [but] 
framed in the sort of traditional family role of dad, mom, kids. . . . people 
are going to be comfortable with that.

Another man baseball coach broadened the explanation, drawing 
connections to divisions of labor in his workplace:

It’s kinda like in business. I work in real estate, and most of your deal mak-
ers that are out there on the front lines, so to speak, making the deals, doing 
the shuckin’ and jivin’, doing the selling, are men. It’s a very Good Ol’ 
Boys network on the real estate brokerage side. There are a ton a females 
who are on the property management side, because it’s housekeeping, it’s 
managing, it’s like running the household, it’s behind the scenes, it’s like 
cooking in the kitchen—[laughs]—I mean, I hate to say that, but it’s that 
kind of role that’s secondary. Coach is out in the front leading the squad, 
mom sitting behind making sure that the snacks are in order and all that. 
You know—just the way it is.

Having a male coach and a “team mom” just seemed normal to this 
man, “You know, just the way it is,” because it seemed to flow naturally 
from divisions of labor in his household and in his workplace—gendered 
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divisions of labor that have the “the Good Ol’ Boys” operating publicly as 
the leaders “on the front lines . . . shuckin’ and jivin,’” while the women 
are offering support “behind the scenes . . . like cooking in the kitchen.” 
Echoing this view, a man soccer coach said, “I hate to use the analogy, but 
it’s like a secretary: You got a boss and you’ve got a secretary, and I think 
that’s where most of the opportunities for women to be active in the sports 
is, as the secretary.”

When explaining why it is that team parents are almost exclusively 
women, a small number of women coaches also seemed to see it in essen-
tialist terms—like most of the men coaches saw it.

Many women coaches, however, saw the gendering of the team parent 
position as a problem and made sense of its persistence, as did many of 
the men, by referring to the ways that it reflects family- and work-related 
divisions of labor. But several of the women coaches added an additional 
dimension to their explanations by focusing on why they think the men 
don’t or won’t consider doing team parent work. A woman soccer coach 
said, “I think it’s because the dads want to be involved with the action. 
And they are not interested in doing paperwork and collecting money for 
photos or whatever it is. They are not interested in doing that sort of stuff.” 
Another woman soccer coach extended this point: “I think it’s probably, 
well, identity, which is probably why not many men do it. You know, they 
think that is a woman’s job, like secretary or nurse or, you know.” In short, 
many of the women coaches were cognizant of the ways that the team 
parent job was viewed by men, like all “women’s work,” as nonmasculine 
and thus undesirable. A woman Little League coach found it ironically 
funny that her husband, in fact, does most of the cooking and housework 
at home but will not take on the role of team parent for his daughter’s 
team. When asked if changing the name to “team dad” might get more 
men to volunteer, she replied with a sigh,

I don’t know. I wish my husband would be a team dad because he’s just 
very much more domesticated than I am [laughs]. You know, “Bring all the 
snacks, honey, hook us up,” you know. I think there’s a lot of men out there, 
but they don’t want to be perceived as being domesticated.

This coach’s comment illustrates how—even for a man who does a 
substantial amount of the family labor at home—publicly taking on a job 
that is defined as “feminine” threatens to saddle him with a “domesti-
cated” public image that would be embarrassing or even humiliating. In 
sum, most coaches—both women and men—believe that men become 
coaches and women become team parents largely because these public 
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roles fit with their domestic proclivities and skills. But the women add an 
important dimension to this explanation: women do the team parent work 
because it has to be done . . . and because they know that the men will 
not do it.

FINDING A “TEAM MOM”

The interview data give us a window into how people make sense of 
decisions that they have made as youth sports volunteers and provide 
insights into how gendered language and beliefs about men’s and wom-
en’s work and family roles help to shape these decisions. Yet, asking 
people to explain how (and especially why) things such as gendered 
divisions of labor persist is not by itself the most reliable basis for 
building an explanation. Rather, watching how things happen gives us a 
deeper understanding of the social construction of gender (Thorne 1993). 
Our observations from team meetings and early season practices reveal 
deeper social processes at work—processes that shaped people’s appar-
ently individual decisions to volunteer for assistant coach or team parent 
positions. This excerpt from field notes from the first team meeting of a 
boys’ baseball team illustrates how men’s apparent resistance to even con-
sider taking on the team parent position ultimately leaves the job in the 
hands of a woman (who might also have been reluctant to do it):

Coach Bill stands facing the parents, as we sit in the grandstands. He doesn’t 
ask for volunteers for assistant coaches; instead, he announces that he has 
“invited” two of the fathers “who probably know more about baseball than I 
do” to serve as his assistants. He then asks for someone to volunteer as the 
“team mom.” He adds, “Now, ‘team mom’ is not a gendered job: it can be 
done by a mom or a dad. But we really need a ‘team mom.’” Nobody volun-
teers immediately. One mom sitting near me mutters to another mom, “I’ve 
done this two years in a row, and I’m not gonna do it this year.” Coach Bill 
goes on to ask for a volunteer for scorekeeper. Meanwhile, two other moms 
have been whispering, and one of them suddenly bursts out with “Okay! 
She’s volunteered to be ‘team mom!’” People applaud. The volunteer seems 
a bit sheepish; her body-language suggests someone who has just reluctantly 
agreed to do something. But she affirms that, yes, she’ll do it.

This first practice of the year is often the moment at which the division of 
labor—who will be the assistant coaches, who will be the team parent—is 
publicly solidified. In this case, the men assistant coaches had been 
selected before the meeting by the head coach, but it apparently took some 
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cajoling from a mother during the team meeting to convince another 
mother to volunteer to be the “team mom”. We observed two occasions 
when a woman who did not volunteer was drafted by the head coach to be 
the “team mom”. In one case, the reluctant volunteer was clearly more 
oriented toward assistant coaching, as the following composite story from 
field notes from the beginning of the season of a seven-year-old boys’ 
baseball team illustrates:

At the first practice, Coach George takes charge, asks for volunteers. I tell 
him that I am happy to help out at practice and games and that he should 
just let me know what he’d like me to do. He appoints me Assistant Coach. 
This happens with another dad, too. We get team hats. Elena, a mother, 
offers to help out in any way she can. She’s appointed “co-team mom” (the 
coach’s wife is the other ‘team mom’). She shrugs and says okay, fine. 
Unlike most ‘team moms’, Elena continues to attend all practices. At the 
fifth practice, Coach George is pitching batting practice to the kids; I’m 
assigned to first base, the other dad is working with the catcher. Elena (the 
‘team mom’) is standing alone on the sidelines, idly tossing a ball up in the 
air to herself. Coach George’s son suddenly has to pee, so as George hus-
tles the boy off to the bathroom, Elena jumps in and starts pitching. She’s 
good, it turns out, and can groove the pitch right where the kids want it. (By 
contrast, George has recently been plunking the kids with wild pitches.) 
Things move along well. At one point, when Coach George has returned 
from the bathroom, with Elena still pitching to the kids, a boy picks up a 
ball near second base and doesn’t know what to do with it. Coach George 
yells at the kid: “Throw it! Throw it to the ‘team mom!’” The kid, confused, 
says, “Where is she?” I say, “The pitcher, throw it to the pitcher.” Coach 
George says, “Yeah, the ‘team mom’.”

A couple of years later, we interviewed Elena and asked her how it was 
that she became a team parent and continued in that capacity for five 
straight years. Her response illuminated the informal constraints that chan-
nel many women away from coaching and toward being team parents:

The first year, when [my son] was in kindergarten, he was on a T-ball team, 
and I volunteered to be manager, and of course the league didn’t choose me, 
but they did allow me to be assistant coach. And I was so excited, and 
[laughs] of course I showed up in heels for the first practice, because it was 
right after work, and the coach looked at me, and I informed him that “I’m 
your new assistant.” And he looked at me—and I don’t know if distraught 
is the correct word, but he seemed slightly disappointed, and he went out 
of his way to ask the parents who were there watching their children if there 
was anyone who wanted to volunteer, even though I was there. So there was 
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this male who did kind of rise to the occasion, and so that was the end. He 
demoted me without informing me of his decision [laughs]—I was really 
enthused, because [my son] was in kindergarten, so I really wanted to be 
coach—or assistant coach at least—and it didn’t happen. So after that I 
didn’t feel comfortable to volunteer to coach. I just thought, okay, then I 
can do “team mom”.

As this story illustrates, women who have the background, skills, and 
desire to work as on-field assistant coaches are sometimes assigned by 
head coaches to be “team moms”. Some baseball teams even have a niche 
for such moms: a “dugout coach” (or “dugout mom”) is usually a mom 
who may help out with on-field instruction during practices, but on game 
days, she is assigned the “indoors” space of the dugout, where it is her 
responsibility to keep track of the line-up and to be sure that the boy who 
is on-deck (next up to bat) is ready with his batting gloves and helmet on. 
The dugout coach also—especially with younger kids’ teams—might be 
assigned to keep kids focused on the game, to keep equipment orderly, to 
help with occasional first aid, and to help see that the dugout is cleaned of 
empty water bottles and snack containers after the game is over. In short, the 
baseball, softball, and soccer fields on which the children play are gendered 
spaces (Dworkin 2001; Montez de Oca 2005). The playing field is the public 
space where the (usually male) coach exerts his authority and command. 
The dugout is like the home—a place of domestic safety from which one 
emerges to do one’s job. Work happens in the indoor space of the dugout, 
but it is like family labor, behind-the-scenes, supporting the “real” work 
of leadership that is done on the field.

CHALLENGES AND RESISTANCE

The head coach’s common assumption that fathers will volunteer to be 
assistant coaches and mothers to be “team moms” creates a context that 
powerfully channels men and women in these directions. Backed by these 
commonsense understandings of gendered divisions of labor, most men 
and women just “go with the flow” of this channeling process. Their 
choices and actions help to reproduce the existing gendered patterns of the 
organization. But some do not; some choose to swim against the tide. A 
mother who had several seasons of experience as a head soccer coach 
described the first team meeting for her youngest child’s team:

At our first team meeting, the coach announced, “I’m looking for a couple 
of you to help me out as assistant coaches,” and he looked directly at the 
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men, and only at the men. None of them volunteered. And it was really 
amazing because he didn’t even look at me or at any of the other women. 
So after the meeting, I went up to him and said, “Hey, I’ve coached soccer 
for like 10 seasons; I can help you out, okay?” And he agreed, so I’m the 
assistant coach for him.

This first team meeting is an example of a normal gendered interaction 
that, if it had gone unchallenged, would have reproduced the usual gender 
divisions of labor on the team. It is likely that many women in these situ-
ations notice the ways that men are, to adopt Martin’s (2001) term, infor-
mally (and probably unconsciously) “mobilizing masculinities” in ways 
that reproduce men’s positions of centrality. But this woman’s 10 years of 
coaching experience gave her the confidence and the athletic “capital” that 
allowed her not only to see and understand but also to challenge the very 
gendered selection process that was taking place at this meeting. Most 
mothers do not have this background, and when faced with this sort of 
moment, they go with the flow.

On another occasion, as the following composite story from field notes 
describes, Mike observed a highly athletic and coaching-inclined woman 
assertively use her abilities in a way that initially seemed to transcend the 
gender segregation process, only to be relegated symbolically at season’s 
end to the position of “team mom”:

A new baseball season, the first team meeting of the year; a slew of dads 
volunteer to be assistant coaches. Coach George combs the women for a 
“team mom” and gets some resistance; at first, nobody will do it, but then 
he finds a volunteer. At the first few practices, few assistant coaches actu-
ally show up. Isabel, a mom, clearly is into baseball, very knowledgeable 
and athletic, and takes the field. She pitches to the kids, gives them good 
advice. On the day when George is passing out forms for assistant coaches 
to sign, he hands her one too. She accepts it, in a matter-of-fact way. Isabel 
continues to attend practices, working with the kids on the field.

Though few dads show up for many of the practices, there never seems 
to be a shortage of dads to serve as assistant coaches at the games. At one 
game, Coach George invites Isabel to coach third base, but beyond that, she 
is never included in an on-field coaching role during a game.

End of season, team party. Coach George hands out awards to all the 
kids. He hands out gift certificates to all the assistant coaches but does not 
include Isabel. Then he hands out gift certificates to the “team moms,” and 
includes Isabel, even though I don’t recall her doing any team parent tasks. 
She had clearly been acting as an assistant coach all season long.
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This story illustrates how, on one hand, a woman volunteer can infor-
mally circumvent the sorting process that pushes her toward the “team 
mom” role by persistently showing up to practices and assertively doing the 
work of a coach. As Thorne (1993, 133) points out, individual incidences 
of gender crossing are often handled informally in ways that affirm, rather 
than challenge, gender boundaries: An individual girl who joins the boys’ 
game gets defined “as a token, a kind of ‘fictive boy,’ not unlike many 
women tokens in predominantly men settings, whose presence does little 
to challenge the existing arrangements.” Similarly, Isabel’s successful 
“crossing” led to her becoming accepted as an assistant coach during 
practices but rarely recognized as a “real” coach during games. She was a 
kind of “token” or “fictive” coach whose gender transgression was prob-
ably unknown to the many adults who never attended practices. So, in the 
final moment of the season, when adults and children alike were being 
publicly recognized for their contributions to the team, she was labeled 
and rewarded for being a “team mom”, reaffirming gender boundaries.

A few coaches whom we interviewed consciously attempted to resist or 
change this gendered sorting system. Some of the women coaches, espe-
cially, saw it as a problem that the team parent job was always done by a 
woman. A woman softball coach was concerned that the “team mom” 
amounted to negative role-modeling for kids and fed into the disrespect 
that women coaches experienced:

The kids think that the moms should just be “team moms.” Which means that 
they don’t take the mothers seriously, and I think that’s a bad thing. I mean 
it’s a bad thing. I think that’s a lack of respect to women, to mothers.

Another woman Little League coach said that most team parents are 
women because too many people assume

that’s all the women are good for. I think that’s what the mentality is. I made 
it very clear to our parents that it did not have to be a mother, that it could 
be a father and that I encourage any dad out there that had time to do what 
team parents are supposed to do, to sign up and do it. But it didn’t happen.

Such coaches find that simply degendering the language by calling this 
role team parent and even stressing that this is not a gendered job is 
unlikely to yield men volunteers. So what some women coaches do is 
simply refuse to have a team parent. A woman soccer coach said, “I do it 
all. I don’t have a team parent.” Another said, “I think in general, com-
pared to the men who coach, I do more of that [team parent work].” This 
resistance by women coaches is understandable, especially from those 
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who see the phenomenon of “team mom” as contributing to a climate of 
disrespect for women coaches. However, this form of resistance ends up creat-
ing extra work for women coaches—work that most men coaches relegate to 
a “team mom”.

The very few occasions when a father does volunteer—or is recruited 
by the coach—to be the team parent are moments of gender “crossing” 
that hold the potential to disrupt the normal operation of the gender- 
category sorting process. But ironically, a team parent who is a man can 
also reinforce gender stereotypes. One man soccer coach told me that the 
previous season, a father had volunteered to be the team parent, but that

he was a disaster [laughs]. He didn’t do anything, you know, and what little 
he did it was late; it was ineffective assistance. He didn’t come, he 
didn’t make phone calls, I mean he was just like a black hole. And so that—
that was an unfortunate disaster. This year it’s a woman again.

The idea that a man volunteered—and then failed miserably to do the 
team parent job—may serve ultimately to reinforce the taken-for-granted 
assumption that women are naturally better suited to do this kind of work.

THE DEVALUATION OF WOMEN’S INVISIBLE LABOR

The Roseville “team moms” we observed were similar to those studied by 
Chafetz and Kotarba (1999) in terms of their education, professional-class 
status, and family structure. The Texasville and Roseville “team moms” are 
doing the same kinds of activities, simultaneously contributing to the “con-
certed cultivation” of their own children (Lareau 2003) while helping to 
enhance the social cohesion of the team, the league, and the community.

Despite the importance of the work team parents are doing, it is not 
often recognized as equivalent to the work done by coaches. Of course, 
the team parent typically puts in far fewer hours of labor than does the 
head coach. However, in some cases, the team parents put in more time 
than some assistant coaches (dads, for instance, whose work schedules 
don’t allow them to get to many practices but who can be seen on the field 
during a Saturday game, coaching third base). Yet, the team parent’s work 
remains largely invisible, and coaches sometimes talk about team parents’ 
contributions as trivial or unimportant. Several coaches, when asked about 
the team parent job, disparaged it as “not very hard to do,” “an easy job.” 
But our interviews suggest that the women team parents are often doing 
this job as one of many community volunteer jobs, while most of the men 
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who coach are engaged in this and only this volunteer activity. A field note 
from a boys’ baseball game illustrates this:

It is the second to last game of the season. During the first inning, Dora, the 
“team mom,” shows up and immediately starts circulating among the parents 
in the stands, talking and handing out a flier. The flier announces the “year 
end party,” to be held in a couple of weeks. She announces that she will sup-
ply ice cream and other makings for sundaes. Everyone else can just bring 
some drinks. She also announces (and it’s on the flier) that she’s collecting 
$20 from each family to pay for a “thank you gift . . . for all their hard 
work” for the head coach and for each of the three assistant coaches (all 
men). People start shelling out money, and Dora starts a list of who has 
donated. By the start of the next inning, she announces that she’s got to go, 
saying “I have a Webelos [Cub Scouts] parents meeting.” She’s obviously 
multitasking as a parent volunteer. By the fourth inning, near the end of the 
game, she is back, collecting more money, and informing parents on details 
concerning the party and the upcoming playoffs. Finally, during the last 
inning, she sits and watches the end of the game with the rest of us.

Dora, like other “team moms”, is doing work before, during, and after 
the game–making fliers, communicating with parents, collecting money, 
keeping lists and records, organizing parties, making sure everyone knows 
the schedule of upcoming events. And she is sandwiching this work 
around other volunteer activities with another youth organization. This 
kind of labor keeps organizations running, and it helps to create and sus-
tain the kind of vibrant community “for the kids” that people imagine 
when they move to a town like Roseville (Daniels, 1985).

SORTING AND SOFT ESSENTIALISM

In this article, we have revealed the workings of a gender-category sort-
ing process that reflects the interactional “doing” of gender discussed by 
West and Zimmerman (1987). Through this sorting process, the vast 
majority of women volunteers are channeled into a team parent position, 
and the vast majority of men volunteers become coaches. To say that peo-
ple are “sorted” is not to deny their active agency in this process. Rather, 
it is to underline that organizations are characterized by self-perpetuating 
“inequality regimes” (Acker 2006). What people often think of as “free 
individual choices” are actually choices that are shaped by social contexts. 
We have shown how women’s choices to become team parents are 
constrained by the fact that few, if any, men will volunteer to do this less 
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visible and less honored job. Women’s choices are enabled by their being 
actively recruited—“volunteered”—by head coaches or by other parents 
to become the “team mom”. Moreover, men’s choices to volunteer as 
assistant coaches and not as team parents are shaped by the gendered 
assumptions of head coaches, enacted through active recruiting and infor-
mal interactions at the initial team meeting.

This gender-category sorting system is at the heart of the current state 
of play of the gender regime of adult volunteer work in youth sports in 
Roseville. There are several ways we can see the sorting system at work. 
First, our research points to the role of gendered language and meanings 
in this process. The term coach and the term “team mom” are saturated 
with gendered assumptions that are consistent with most people’s universe 
of meanings. These gendered meanings mesh with—and mutually rein-
force—the conventional gendered divisions of labor and power in the 
organization in ways that make decisions to “go with the flow” appear 
natural. Second, we have shown how having women do the background 
support work while men do the visible leadership work on the team is also 
made to appear natural to the extent that it reiterates the gender divisions 
of labor that many parents experience in their families and in their work-
places. Roseville is a diverse community that is dominated culturally by 
white, professional-class families, who—partly through the language and 
practice of youth sports—create a culturally hegemonic (though not a 
numerical majority) family form in which educated mothers have “opted 
out” of professional careers to engage in community volunteer work and 
“intensive mothering,” of their own children (Hays 1996; Stone 2007).

The women we interviewed who had opted out of professional careers 
narrated their decisions to do so in language of personal choice, rather 
than constraint. The husbands of these women say that they support their 
wives’ choices. This language of (women’s) personal choice also saturates 
coaches’ discussions of why women become “team moms”. By contrast, 
when people talk about men, they are far less likely to do so using a lan-
guage of choice. Men seem to end up in public careers or as youth sports 
coaches as a matter of destiny. Grounded in the strains and tensions of 
contemporary professional-class work–family life, this discourse on gen-
der recasts feminist beliefs in a woman’s “right to choose” as her respon-
sibility to straddle work and family life, while the man continues 
“naturally” to be viewed as the main family breadwinner. We call this 
ascendant gender ideology “soft essentialism.”

Youth sports is a powerful institution into which children are initiated 
into a gender-segregated world with its attendant ideology of soft essen-
tialism (Messner, forthcoming).
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In the past, sport tended to construct a categorical “hard” essential-
ism—boys and men, it was believed, were naturally suited to the aggres-
sive, competitive world of sport, while girls and women were not. Today, 
with girls’ and women’s massive influx into sport, these kinds of categor-
ical assumptions of natural difference can no longer stand up to even the 
most cursory examination. Soft essentialism, as an ascendant profession-
al-class gender ideology, frames sport as a realm in which girls are 
empowered to exercise individual choice (rehearsing choices they will 
later face in straddling the demands of careers and family labor), while 
continuing to view boys as naturally “hard wired” to play sports (and 
ultimately, to have public careers). Girls are viewed as flexibly facing a 
future of choices; boys as inflexible, facing a linear path toward public 
careers. Soft essentialism, in short, initiates kids into an adult world that 
has been only partially transformed by feminism, where many of the bur-
dens of bridging and balancing work and family strains are still primarily 
on women’s shoulders. Men coaches and “team moms” symbolize and 
exemplify these tensions.

Time after time, we heard leaders of leagues and some women coaches 
say that the league leadership works hard to recruit more women coaches 
but just cannot get them to volunteer. The formal agency here is to “recruit 
more women coaches.” But what Martin (2001) calls the informal practic-
ing of gender (revealed most clearly in our field-note vignettes) amounts 
to a collective and (mostly) nonreflexive sorting system that, at the entry 
level, puts most women and men on separate paths. Martin’s work has 
been foundational in showing how gender works in organizations in infor-
mal, nonreflexive ways that rely on peoples’ “tacit knowledge” about 
gender. In particular, she points out “how and why well-intentioned, ‘good 
people’ practise gender in ways that do harm” (Martin 2006, 255).

Our study shows a similar lack of “bad guys” engaged in overt acts of 
sexism and discrimination. Instead, we see a systemic reproduction of 
gender categorization, created nonreflexively by “well intentioned, good 
people.” The mechanisms of this nonreflexive informal practicing of gen-
der are made to seem normal through their congruence with the “tacit 
knowledge” of soft essentialism that is itself embedded in hegemonic 
professional-class family and workplace gender divisions of labor. The 
fact that soft essentialism emerges from the intersections of these different 
social contexts means that any attempt to move toward greater equality for 
women and men in youth sports presupposes simultaneous movements 
toward equality in workplaces and families.
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NOTE

1. Roseville is a pseudonym for the town we studied, and all names of people 
interviewed or observed for this study are also pseudonyms.
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